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Abstract

Avoiding indiscriminate violence against civilians has been one of the pillars of
US counterinsurgency policy. Most analysts agree that indiscriminate violence against
civilians makes noncombatants more likely to facilitate the insurgency. An alterna-
tive view suggests that indiscriminate violence reinstates a collective action problem
for the rebels, because civilians blame insurgents for provoking the government and
exploiting them as human shields. Therefore, this paper addresses the following ques-
tion: do civilians evaluate all indiscriminate violence in the same way or do they think
of indiscriminate violence differently when it is provoked by insurgents? We evaluate
this proposition against survey data from post-war eastern Ukraine. When compared
to a national random sample of Ukraine’s population that was unaffected by warfare
directly, we find that civilians who experienced indiscriminate violence first-hand are
more likely to blame the government regardless of insurgents’ actions. We discuss the
implications of our findings for counterinsurgency scholarship and policy.
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Introduction

Avoiding indiscriminate violence against civilians has been one of the pillars of US coun-

terinsurgency policy (US Dept of the Army 2007). Most policy makers (Petraeus 2006,

Sepp 2005) and academics (Berman, Shapiro and Felter 2011, Berman et al. 2013, Kalyvas

2006) agree that indiscriminate violence against civilians makes noncombatants more likely

to facilitate the insurgency. Thus, this type of violence is believed to be ultimately a self-

defeating strategy for the government. In fact, insurgents often use civilians as human shields

by attacking the government from densely populated areas, such that any response by the

government inevitably creates casualties among noncombatants. For example, both Hamas

in the Palestinian territories and Russia-backed rebels in eastern Ukraine launched attacks

against their government targets from the roofs of residential buildings. Yet, despite this

obvious logic of provocation, government actors employ deliberate indiscriminate attacks in

almost every intrastate conflict. One reason may be that government leadership anticipates

that civilians will recognize when indiscriminate violence is used by the government as a

response to a provocation as opposed to an unprovoked aggression. In other words, if gov-

ernments use indiscriminate violence only when provoked, then civilians may ascribe blame

to the insurgents for exposing them as human shields (Lyall 2009). Therefore, investigating

systematically whether civilians differentiate between provoked and unprovoked indiscrim-

inate attacks from the government may explain why governments resort to this seemingly

counterproductive strategy.

This study asks how civilians assign blame for state indiscriminate violence if the violence

is a response to insurgent provocation. Based on findings in psychology, we explain that one’s

personal exposure to warfare should influence whether an individual is likely to view state

indiscriminate response to rebel provocation as moral or immoral, which in turn affects

whether individuals perceive the resulting deaths and destruction as intended by the state

(assign blame to the state) or unintentional (assign blame to the rebels for provoking the
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state). Our key finding is that individuals who have experienced warfare personally are more

likely to blame the government – not the rebels – for provoked state indiscriminate violence.

In subsequent sections, we first explain the difference in assumptions made by the existing

literature on indiscriminate violence. While the traditional approach to counterinsurgency

assumes that civilians who are abused will blame the government for state indiscriminate

violence regardless of rebel provocation, an alternative view has emerged that argues that

civilians blame insurgents if the latter provoke state indiscriminate violence. Relying on

research from psychology, we then develop expectations about civilians’ ascriptions of blame

for provoked state indiscriminate violence. We test our propositions using survey responses

from civilians in Ukraine. Specifically, we present the results of newly collected survey data

(610 interviews) from the eastern Ukrainian town of Slovyansk,1 which was considerably

destroyed by fighting between the Russia-backed rebels and Ukrainian armed forces during

the two month-long battle for the control of this city in May-July 2014. When compared to

a national random sample of Ukraine’s population that was unaffected by warfare directly

(2,022 interviews), we find that the civilians who experienced the violence personally are

less likely to differentiate between indiscriminate violence that is a governmental response

to a provocation by the insurgents versus an act of direct aggression by the government.

Instead, civilians who have experienced indiscriminate violence first-hand are more likely to

blame the government regardless of insurgents’ actions. Conversely, individuals that did not

experience warfare are more inclined to blame insurgents for provoking the government’s

attacks.

1Another appropriate transliteration from Ukrainian is “Slov’yansk.” Other common transliterations,
“Slavyansk” or “Slaviansk,” reflect the Russian spelling of the town’s name.
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Assumptions about Civilians’ Attribution of Blame for State Indis-

criminate Violence

While scholars agree that state indiscriminate violence aggrieves civilians, there is disagree-

ment about whom civilians blame for the violence: the state or the rebels. Different assump-

tions about how civilians attribute blame leads scholars to different hypotheses with respect

to whether state indiscriminate violence facilitates counterinsurgency or insurgency.

View 1: Civilians always blame the state, which is why rebels provoke the state.

State indiscriminate violence targets civilians regardless of whether they personally par-

ticipate in rebellion. Scholars have argued that loss of family members and livelihood creates

additional grievances against the government that help rebels overcome the collective action

problem (Kalyvas 2006). In addition, state indiscriminate violence creates a situation in

which neutrality is riskier than participation in insurgency, which also helps increase in-

surgent recruitment (Kalyvas 2006, Kalyvas and Kocher 2007).2 Furthermore, even when

civilians themselves do not join the rebellion, they can still facilitate insurgency by withhold-

ing private information about the insurgent organization from the government, making it

easier for the insurgents to attack government forces and more difficult for the government to

employ selective violence (Berman, Shapiro and Felter 2011, Berman et al. 2013).3 This line

of research assumes that civilians are aggrieved by the government’s indiscriminate violence

2Empirically, this argument has been supported in multiple studies. For instance, Kocher, Pepinsky
and Kalyvas (2011) find that indiscriminate bombings and collateral damage in Vietnam helped the Viet
Cong gain control of the areas that were indiscriminately attacked. Similarly, Condra et al. (2010) find that
Coalition attacks that generated civilian casualties increased recruitment rates for the Taliban in Afghanistan.
However, Condra et al. (2010) report that this effect was not present in Iraq at the macro level. In addition,
indiscriminate attacks generate more grievances among civilians against the government, which in turn,
also increases recruitment, as illustrated in Johnsen’s (2013) discussion of higher rates of recruitment for
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula in Yemen after drone strikes that killed civilians.

3Examining weekly insurgent- and Coalition-generated violence in the Iraq war, Condra and Shapiro
(2012) find that the Coalition’s killings of civilians increased insurgent attacks in the short run. This find-
ing suggests that civilians are more likely to withhold information from the Coalition if counterinsurgents
generate collateral damage and, conversely, insurgent attacks on civilians make civilians share more infor-
mation with the Coalition. Condra and Shapiro (2012) establish that the effect varies within Iraq, i.e., it is
statistically discernible in urban and religiously mixed districts, as discussed in the following section.
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because they ascribe the blame for their suffering to the state.

Non-state actors, who are on average weaker than recognized governments, seek an indis-

criminate response from the government to increase civilians’ support for insurgency, thus,

increasing their share of power over time (Bueno de Mesquita and Dickson 2007, Kydd

and Walter 2006, Lake 2002). As a provocation, rebels use civilians as human shields by

attacking the government from densely populated areas, such that any response by the gov-

ernment inevitably creates casualties among noncombatants. For instance, in September

2014, following the July-August 2014 Israeli-Gaza conflict, a Hamas commander acknowl-

edged that Hamas launched missiles into Israel from areas in Gaza close to schools, hospitals,

and residential buildings (Hendawi and Federman 2014). In addition to provoking a heavy

response from the Israeli Defense Forces, Hamas put Gazans in danger by firing rockets from

densely populated areas. For example, the United Nations report indicates that, on July

28, 2014, 13 civilians, including 11 children, were killed in the Al-Shati camp in northern

Gaza when a rocket fell short of its target.4 Similarly, during the 2014-2015 Donbas War

in eastern Ukraine, Alexander Khodakovsky, a commander of Russia-backed DNR rebels5

admitted that some of his fighters launched missiles at government targets from residential

neighborhoods (Szlanko 2014).

In summary, if civilians blame the state for the use of indiscriminate attacks, then such

attacks are expected to strengthen the insurgent organization by increasing rebel recruitment

and suppressing intelligence flows from the population to the government. Thus, rebels, who

claim to represent the interests of the community for which they fight, often purposefully

endanger civilians’ lives in order to provoke an indiscriminate response from the government.

View 2: If the rebels provoke the state, civilians blame the rebels. If civilians

assist insurgencies because they blame the state for indiscriminate attacks, it is puzzling why

4See the special report of the United Nations on the use of indiscriminate violence by Palestinian groups
and Israeli Defense Forces in the 2014 Gaza conflict (Human Rights Council 24 June 2015, p. 16).

5Also commonly referred to as “DPR” which stands for “Donetsk People’s Republic.” DNR is the
transliteration of the Russian and Ukrainian abbreviations.
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government actors consistently engage in such attacks. The past few years provide multi-

ple examples of governments employing indiscriminate bombardments or shelling of civilian

neighborhoods as part of these governments’ strategies to fight their non-state opponents:

Syria and Russia against disparate rebel groups in the Syrian civil war, 2012-2016,6 Israel

against Hamas in the Gaza 2014 summer conflict,7 Ukraine against the Russia-backed sep-

aratist rebels in the eastern provinces of the Donbas region in 2014-2015,8 Saudi Arabia

against the Houthi rebels in Sanaa in 2015-2016.9

While some authors argue that indiscriminate violence is a side-effect of the low-level

organization of armed forces or the source of rebels’ funding,10 Lyall (2009) argues that

states use indiscriminate violence because it suppresses insurgency and reduces insurgents’

ability to attack the government. He hypothesizes that indiscriminate violence restores a

collective action problem for the rebels via two mechanisms. First, Lyall (2009) suggests it

is possible that, through indiscriminate violence, a state can dismantle the support network

for the insurgents by forcing the civilians to flee, thus denying the insurgents an environment

in which to operate and hide (Lyall 2009, 336).11

Second, Lyall (2009) argues, indiscriminate violence drives a wedge between civilians and

6As reported by CNN (Armstrong 2015).
7As reported by NPR (Harris 2015).
8As reported by the New York Times (Roth 2014), Vice News (Ostrovsky 2014b), and Human Rights

Watch (Ukraine: Widespread Use of Cluster Munitions. Government Responsible for Cluster Attacks on
Donetsk October 20, 2014).

9As reported by Human Rights Watch (Yemen: Coalition Drops Cluster Bombs in Capital. Indiscriminate
Weapon Used in Residential Areas January 7, 2016).

10For instance, Kalyvas (2006) argues that only those actors that lack intelligence to identify collaborators
with insurgents resort to indiscriminate violence. Toft and Zhukov (2015) suggest that governments that
face externally-financed rebels may have indiscriminate violence as the only tool left to them because such
rebels do not attempt to control the population and thus are not affected by selective violence. Johnston and
Sarbahi (2016) suggest that instances of indiscriminate violence such as drone strikes are based on intelligence
and lead to the decapitation of leadership, which has a suppressive effect on insurgency. Humphreys and
Weinstein (2006) find that bad unit discipline and material incentives for participation in warfare increase
combatants’ use of indiscriminate violence against civilians. Thus, this strategy may sometimes be a side
effect of recruitment tactics or organizational level of combatants rather than leadership’s conscious decision.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that government units with poor discipline, like Ukraine’s volunteer battalions,
may indeed engage in greater levels of abuse of civilians (Amnesty International 2014).

11Some practitioners, e.g., Peters (2007), emphasize the utility of this approach by claiming that govern-
ments restricting themselves only to the use of selective violence is “campus and think-tank nonsense” and
that overwhelming the insurgents militarily is the only clear way to achieve victory.
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insurgents. Specifically, state indiscriminate violence may impose a difficult dilemma on the

insurgents: “if they continue to mount attacks from within (or near) an aggrieved popu-

lation, they risk (further) alienation of disillusioned locals, raising the specter of defection

to the incumbent’s side[...]” (Lyall 2009, 337). In other words, the effect of indiscriminate

violence on the success of counterinsurgency may depend on whether civilians view govern-

mental attacks as a response to insurgent provocations or if they consider state attacks to

be unprovoked aggression against noncombatants. The key assumption that Lyall makes is

that civilians will assign blame for state attacks to insurgents if they perceive that the state

was provoked.

While Lyall’s empirical analysis is carefully executed, the results are consistent with either

of the proposed causal mechanisms, leaving uncertainty over the most important question:

why does indiscriminate violence sometimes suppress insurgency? Before our discipline can

answer this question, we need to develop further theoretical understanding of the underlying

mechanisms at play. This study contributes to this undertaking by asking: how do civilians

attribute blame for state indiscriminate violence? Relying on research from philosophical

psychology and political science, we develop expectations about why victims and observers

of the same acts of indiscriminate violence may arrive at different conclusions about who is

to blame for those acts. We then test our expectations at the individual level, relying on

data from Ukraine’s 2014-2015 Donbas War.

How Do Civilians Attribute Blame for State Indiscriminate Vio-

lence?

The question at stake – whom civilians blame for provoked indiscriminate violence – is im-

portant for counterinsurgency scholarship and practice as it may illuminate why, in some

cases, state indiscriminate violence has a suppressive effect on insurgency, while in most

cases indiscriminate violence creates an escalatory dynamic. The appendix presents anec-
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dotes demonstrating that warring parties believe that when state indiscriminate violence is

perceived to be a response to insurgent provocation, it may damage the image of insurgents.

On the other hand, if the government’s actions appear to be unprovoked, citizens will be

less likely to help the government. Therefore, belligerents often engage in a competition to

attribute blame for indiscriminate violence to the other side. However, there has been little

theorizing about how civilians ascribe blame for damage that results from indiscriminate vi-

olence. We fill this gap in the counterinsurgency literature by considering the psychological

underpinnings of individuals’ judgments about others’ actions as intentional or unintentional,

a critical step in our understanding of how civilians assign responsibility for indiscriminate

violence in civil wars. We then explain how these mechanisms can be applied in the context

of civil war.

In recent decades, philosophical psychologists and developmental psychologists have ex-

amined how people decide what actions are intentional through understanding a phenomenon

known as the “side-effect effect.” According to this effect, individuals attribute intentionality

based on how they evaluate the relevant consequences. More precisely, the word “intentional”

is more likely to be ascribed to incidental outcomes that are perceived to be morally blame-

worthy than morally praiseworthy (Knobe 2003a,b).12 For example, Knobe (2003a) shows

that if a CEO implements a program to increase profit and the program happens to help the

environment, observers are unlikely to judge the CEO’s contribution to the environment as

intentional. However, if the new program happens to harm the environment, observers are

likely to say that the pollution caused by the CEO’s actions was intentional.

Furthermore, Knobe (2004) finds that individuals are more likely to evaluate an action

as intentional if they believe the outcome of the action to be negative, even when they

understand that the negative outcome was a side effect and not the primary goal of the

12The “side-effect effect” is a robust finding: it is exhibited by children as young as four years old (Leslie,
Knobe and Cohen 2006) and by people with profound damage in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which
leads to impeded emotional processing (Young et al. 2006). The effect has also been replicated cross-culturally
(Knobe and Burra 2006).
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agent.13 The observed asymmetry in attributing blame as opposed to praise may be viewed

as a type of attribution error (Sauer and Bates 2013).14

Given the “side-effect effect”, an individual’s probability of blaming the government for

civilian deaths and destruction of property generated by state indiscriminate violence is likely

to depend that individual’s view of the government and the ongoing conflict. We expect

individuals to process information about state violence in light of their political biases, using

directional motivated reasoning to arrive at a conclusion that confirms their political beliefs

(Gronke and Newman 2003, Kunda 1990). In other words, all else equal, an individual

that supports the government would be more likely to judge state-generated deaths and

destruction during an indiscriminate attack as unintentional. Conversely, an individual that

opposes the government’s aims is more likely to determine that the same state-generated

deaths are intentional, and thus, is more likely to blame the state for those deaths.

Therefore, we expect:

Hypothesis 1: Individuals whose political views align with the government are more likely to

differentiate between provoked and unprovoked state indiscriminate violence than individuals

whose political views are sympathetic to the rebel cause.

In reality, however, all is not equal. Unlike environmental pollution, described in the

psychology experiments as an abstract idea that can hurt everyone rather than a specific

experience that hurts a specific neighborhood, civil warfare in a given country, especially a

separatist conflict, comprises a series of geographically concentrated violent events. Due to

this geographic concentration, citizens of the same country have different levels of exposure

to violence and its consequences. Personal exposure to violence is a consequential expe-

13Specifically, Knobe (2004) finds that individuals differentiate between intentional action and the state of
having an intention. When confronted with the scenario in which the CEO pursued profit but also harmed
the environment, individuals respond that the CEO had no intention to harm the environment, yet the CEO
performed that action intentionally. Interestingly, the “side-effect effect” holds even if the side effect arose
from an action that was a pure accident (Knobe 2003b).

14We set aside the debate over whether the asymmetric attribution of blame and praise is an error on the
part of humans, as its robustness is the critical point for our purposes. However, this debate is viewed as an
important in philosophy and psychology (Sauer and Bates 2013).
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rience that has been shown to reshape identities (Kalyvas 2008) and political preferences

(Berrebi and Klor 2008). First-hand experience of violence has also been shown to reduce

one’s support for the political actors perceived as responsible for such violence (Blair et al.

2013, Lyall, Blair and Imai 2013).15 In addition to affecting self-identification and political

preferences, first-hand experience of warfare should make individuals more inclined to imag-

ine themselves or their loved ones as victims of state indiscriminate violence. Those exposed

to violence are more likely to view such a response as immoral and, if the side-effect effect

holds, intentional. Therefore, we expect that individuals who have been personally exposed

to violence are likely to blame the state for deaths and destruction regardless of whether in-

surgents provoked state violence. In contrast, individuals who have not experienced warfare

should appreciate their relative safety from state indiscriminate violence. Such individuals

will be more likely to evaluate state indiscriminate violence against insurgent provocation as

a legitimate response and, therefore, blame government less if rebels provoked the state. In

summary, our expectation is:

Hypothesis 2: Individuals who have been exposed to warfare are less likely to differentiate

between provoked and unprovoked state indiscriminate attacks, than an individual who has

not been exposed to warfare.

Research Design

We conducted two separate surveys consisting of face-to-face interviews that took place in

the respondents’ residence. First, a random sample of adult residents of Slovyansk, aged

18 years and older, was interviewed in August-September, 2015. Second, a random sample

of adult residents of Ukraine,16 including the areas in the Donetsk region currently under

15It is important to note that Lyall, Blair and Imai (2013) find that civilians’ support for Taliban increases
after they experience violence by ISAF, however, the reverse effect (support for ISAF after Taliban’s violence)
is small and not statistically significant, which implies there exists an asymmetry in civilians’ evaluations of
government forces’ and nonstate actors’ conduct. We do not explore this asymmetry in the current paper.

16Except the province of Crimea which has been occupied by Russia since February 2014.
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rebel control, was interviewed in December, 2015. The questionnaires were designed by the

authors and both sets of interviews were conducted by the Kyiv International Institute of

Sociology (KIIS).

Survey 1: 610 interviews in Slovyansk, Ukraine. The field work for this survey

was conducted in August-September, 2015. Overall, KIIS conducted 610 interviews with

respondents living in Slovyansk, Ukraine.

To assemble a random sample of Slovyansk’s residents, KIIS used two stages of stratified

random sampling. First, for each of the 48 residential districts (defined by a corresponding

polling station17), KIIS randomly selected the “starting address” (i.e., street, building num-

ber and, in the case of apartment buildings, apartment number). The interviewers started

the survey at these residential addresses. In the second stage, in the sampled households,

the interviewers randomly selected individuals to be interviewed by first making a list of all

adult residents within a household1819 and then selecting each third individual on the list.

Thus, the interviewers started with the third person on the list. A total of 611 individuals

from 604 households were interviewed.

A 50-50 division in opinion calculated at a 95% confidence level does not exceed a margin

of sampling error of plus or minus 4.5 percentage points. A 5-95 division in opinion does not

exceed a margin of sampling error of 2 points.

Why Slovyansk? Slovyansk is an eastern Ukrainian town of approximately 113,000 in the

province of Donetsk and was controlled by the DNR rebels from April 12 to July 5, 2014.20

17The boundaries of each district defined by a polling station were identified by the Central Election
Committee of Ukraine, as indicated on its website (see the page titled “Early Elections 2014”), published in
Ukrainian.

18All residents, who lived in the household as opposed to those who were “registered” at this address, i.e.,
we disregarded the institution of propyska (residential registration), which is still in action in Ukraine.

19The lists were organized such that, first, all women, starting with the oldest and ending with the youngest,
were included and, then, all men in the same sequence were included.

20Although the population of Slovyansk is commonly cited in the press to approximate 120,000-130,000, we
believe those data are obsolete. Specifically, the population of Slovyansk was recorded to be 114,582 people
as of January 1, 2014 (State Office of Statistics of Ukraine 2014). Although the population of Slovyansk was
not estimated officially after the siege of the city was over, the population of the Donetsk province declined
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Following the pro-Russian president fleeing the country in February 2014 and Russia’s annex-

ation of Crimea in late March 2014, peaceful anti-interim government protests occurred in

most major cities of eastern Ukraine. Some of those protests, including Slovyansk’s on April

12th, turned into forced seizure of administrative buildings, police headquarters, and mili-

tary bases by DNR militia members (Rachkevych 2014). The militia included local residents,

whose goals ranged from independence to an autonomous region within a federalized Ukraine,

and the only unifying goal among the rebels was to see a referendum take place (Chivers

and Sneider 2014a). In late April, the Ukrainian military blockaded the town (Chivers and

Sneider 2014b). On May 11, the rebel-organized “referendum” results favored “self-rule” of

Donetsk and Luhansk provinces.21 The following day, Igor Girkin, a Russian citizen and

a former Russian intelligence officer, took control over the Slovyansk’s “self-defense” forces

and turned a disorganized militia into a disciplined force. In addition, Girkin replaced the

previous pro-rebel self-proclaimed civilian leadership and ruled the town ruthlessly until the

rebels’ escape from Slovyansk (Sneider 2014b).22 Under Girkin’s command, the rebels –

composed mostly of locals and some Russian volunteers and estimated to be between 250

and 800 men strong – fought government troops for five weeks.23 Eventually, on July 4,

2014, the rebels fled to Donetsk and the government regained control of the town.

The aftermath of the battle included 4,200 apartments damaged in the fighting and an

additional 187 homes completely destroyed, leaving “every building in this small enclave [...]

almost by 1.1% over the course of 2014, from 4,330,997 as of January 1, 2014 to 4,284,365 as of January 1,
2015. If we assume the same rate of decline for Slovyansk, we estimate the town has approximately 113,322
residents (State Office of Statistics of Ukraine 2015). Given the degree of destruction in the town, it is likely
that Slovyansk saw more people relocate from it than other towns in the Donetsk region.

21We use quotation marks to define referendum, because armed militiamen were present at each polling
station, as evidenced from the photographs. Therefore, the vote cannot be viewed as free expression. Fur-
thermore, as the New York Times reported, Slovyansk was one of only two cities that had transparent ballot
boxes and the only city that had voting rolls. The rebels affirmed that 75% of the eligible voters turned out
to vote in Slovyansk, while the New York Times reporter’s estimate was 30% turn out (Kramer 2014).

22Girkin is better known in western media under his nom de guerre “Strelkov,” which translates from
Russian as “a shot.”

23The former estimate was reported by the New York Times, which had two reporters inside the city
during this time period (Chivers and Sneider 2014c). The latter estimate was provided by the Ukraine’s
central government (Ukraine soldiers killed in Slovyansk clashes 2014). For the evidence of Russian volunteers
fighting in the Donbas War before the August 2014 offensive by Russian regular troops, see Sneider (2014a).
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shelled to pieces” (Ayres 2014).24 The battle resulted in approximately 93 confirmed deaths

in the town of Slovyansk (Sundberg and Melander 2013).25

While we could not estimate total noncombatant injuries in Slovyansk, a doctor asserted

in an interview with Vice News on June 18, 2014 that “the overwhelming majority of [those]

injured [were] civilians.”26

The key concern of our research is whether the DNR rebels exploited civilians as human

shields. While about 40% of the town’s population fled the warfare, at least 60,000 civil-

ians remained in the town for the full duration of the battle (Ukraine News One: Slovyansk

residents desert lawless separatist stronghold (VIDEO) 2014).27 We identified three residen-

tial addresses from which the rebels attacked the government and a church cultural center

located in a residential neighborhood that the rebels used as a recreational center.28 While

these reports do not exhaust the extent of rebels’ presence throughout the town’s residential

areas, they provide anecdotal evidence that the DNR rebels did not set up bases outside the

town such that civilians would not be caught in the crossfire. Although the extent of the

population’s evacuation indicates that civilians were not afraid to leave the town in June,

reports from early May indicated that civilians feared that rebels would “punish them for

abandoning their cause.” This fear may have contributed to the number of civilians who

stayed in Slovyansk during the battle (Chivers and Sneider 2014c).

Survey 2: 2,022 interviews in all provinces of Ukraine. The field work for this

survey was conducted from December 1 to December 14, 2015. Overall, KIIS conducted

2,022 interviews with respondents living in 110 localities of Ukraine.

24The full extent of the damage can be seen in video report by Vice News, published on June 18, 2014
(Ostrovsky 2014a)

25Specifically, the UCDP GED reports that 8 civilians, 27 rebels, and 58 government troops died during
the battle of Slovyansk in April - July, 2014. Local news sources report higher numbers.

26The video report shows the extent of destruction in the residential neighborhoods and civilian facilities in
Slovyansk and interviews civilians and medical personnel who stayed behind to treat the injured (Ostrovsky
2014a).

27In our sample, 32% of respondents evacuated during the fighting. Given the overall decline of the Donetsk
region’s population by about 10% due to emigration and warfare deaths, this seems 40% estimate seems to
be accurate.

28See the Appendix for details.
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This nationwide sample was obtained as part of KIIS’s quarterly survey entitled “Opin-

ions and attitudes of the population of Ukraine” in December 2015.29 Ukraine’s population

was stratified by region (24 regions and the city of Kyiv), and then the population of each

region was stratified along the lines of urban (cities and towns) and rural populations (ex-

cluding the city of Kyiv, where the population is entirely urban). In total, the population of

Ukraine was divided into 49 strata. For each stratum, KIIS calculated the number of adults

to be interviewed and the number of administrative units (e.g., cities, towns, villages, and

settlements) in which to conduct the interviews. After the stratification, the random sample

was assembled in four stages.

First, KIIS selected localities within each stratum, such that urban areas were selected

with probability proportional to the number of adults residing in a locality. For the rural

population, KIIS first selected the districts with probability proportional to the number

of adults residing in a rural district. Once the districts were selected, the specific villages

within those districts were selected randomly. Second, polling stations within each locality

were selected. Third, for each polling station KIIS randomly selected the “starting address”

(i.e., street, building number, and, in the case of apartment buildings, apartment number),

and the interviews were conducted at these randomly selected residential addresses. Fourth,

through the modified route selection, individuals were selected for interview at each residen-

tial address.

Besides excluding Crimea, which is occupied by Russia, KIIS also excluded the southern

areas of Luhansk province that are controlled by the rebels. In the Donetsk region, however,

interviews were done in the areas controlled by the Ukraine government and by the rebels.

Thus, our sample includes three categories of respondents: (i) individuals who have never

lived under rebel control of DNR/LNR insurgent organizations; (ii) individuals who have

lived under control of the DNR/LNR insurgent organizations, but currently reside under the

29The sample is representative of the adult population that resides in Ukraine. However, it does not
include military service personnel on duty, individuals serving sentences in the prison system, or individuals
residing in health care institutions (hospitals, hospices, medical boarding).
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control of the Ukrainian government (i.e., the areas that were regained by the government

during the Donbas war); and (iii) individuals who currently live under the control of the

DNR rebels. Since the city of Slovyansk falls under the second category, we can crosscheck

the consistency of the results from our two samples by comparing the second category of

respondents in the nationwide sample to the responses from the Slovyansk sample.

A 50-50 division in opinion calculated at a 95% confidence level does not exceed a margin

of sampling error of plus or minus 3.3 percentage points. A 5-95 division in opinion does not

exceed a margin of sampling error of 0.7 points.

Operationalization

Our dependent variable is the subject’s response to the following question:

“Many buildings were destroyed in Slovyansk as a result of warfare between the army of

Ukraine and the rebels. Which of the following best describes your thoughts when you see

a destroyed house or apartment building?”

The answer choices were:

“If the army destroyed a building and people got hurt and lost their possessions, this is a

crime regardless of whether the army was retaliating for the rebels’ initial attack that origi-

nated from the residential neighborhood” (abbreviated below as “Depends if Provocation”).

“If the army destroyed a building and people got hurt and lost their possessions, one

should consider whether the army was retaliating for the rebels’ initial attack that originated

from the residential neighborhood before one blames the army” (abbreviated below as “Crime

Regardless”).

Finally, subjects could indicate that it was difficult to determine fault (abbreviated below

as “Hard to Say”).

We arrange these responses along a scale arranged from “Depends if Provocation,” to

“Hard to Say,” to “Crime Regardless,” indicating an increased unwillingness to consider the

government’s motivations for the action that caused damage. Thus, the response is coded as
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an ordinal dependent variable, making it an appropriate dependent variable for an ordered

logistic regression.

Our first key independent variable is the respondent’s party affiliations. To measure a

respondent’s political views, we include in our statistical analysis whether the subject sup-

ports a Pro-Russian party, Pro-Ukrainian party, no party, or refused to answer our question

concerning party support.30 Given the sensitivity of the survey and potential fear among

respondents of admitting a pro-Russian bias, we expect those respondents that answered

that support no party or refused to answer that question to be similar to those respondents

who support a pro-Russian party.

Our second key independent variable is how close to fighting the respondent was. We

use four separate measures to capture this variable. We believe our best measure is whether

or not the respondent lived in a region of Ukraine that experienced fighting (Donetsk or

Luhansk), a variable coded as Fighting. To check for robustness, we also coded a variable as

1 if the subject lived in just the Donetsk region, a variable coded as 1 if the respondent lived

in Eastern Ukraine (including regions that experienced fighting and those that did not), as

well as a variable that accounts for the log of the distance from the respondent’s city to

Slovyansk.

Our third key independent variable is whether the respondent currently lives in a region

that did not experience fighting (No Fighting), in a region that did experience fighting but

was under the control of the Ukrainian government at the time of the survey (Fighting/Govt

Control), or in a region that experienced fighting and was under rebel control.

Our fourth key independent variable is whether the respondent experienced bombing in

the past year. This question was asked in the national survey and is set to 1 if the respondent

experienced bombing and to 0 otherwise. In the Slovyansk survey, we asked if respondents

30Specifically, “Pro-Russian party” category includes answers that support the political parties whose
foreign policy stances are favorable towards collaboration and integration with Russia: the Opposition Party
and the Communist Party of Ukraine. The “Pro-Ukrainian party” category includes political parties that
favor Ukraine’s deeper collaboration with and future integration into the EU (e.g., Fatherland, Civic Position,
Radical Party, Solidarity, Self-Help, and People’s Front).
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experienced any loss of property or damage to their home during period of fighting. Subjects

could respond that they did not suffer damage, that they suffered damage from the rebels,

or that they suffered other damage. Respondents indicating that they suffered other damage

often explicitly stated that they did not know which side caused the damage, so other damage

is coded separately from no damage, government damage, and rebel damage.

We also include a number of control variables in all regressions presented below. We

address the respondent’s language preference by measuring in which language they took the

survey, coded as 1 if they used Russian, .5 if they used a mix of Russian and Ukrainian, and

0 if they used Ukrainian. We account for ethnicity by including dummy variables for re-

spondents who self-identified as Ukrainian, Russian, both Russian and Ukrainian, and other

ethnicities. We also include a number of other standard control variables in our statistical

analysis, including respondents’ income, age, gender, and whether they lived in an urban

area.

Ideally, we would also have respondents that were shelled indiscriminately by government

troops as an act of aggression without insurgents provoking the government, but including

those observations would not change the interpretation of our data because we are interested

in whether civilians assign blame for indiscriminate violence in cases of provocation.

Analysis

Table 1 presents the main results related to hypotheses 1 and 2. We first discuss the results

related to hypothesis 1, which stated that citizens with pro-government political views would

be more likely to differentiate between provoked and unprovoked state attacks. All five

models from Table 1 support this hypothesis. Supporting a pro-Russian party, no party, or

refusing to answer the question about party support all resulted in a statistically significant

increase in the willingness of the respondent to say that any damage or injury due to a

state attack was a crime regardless of whether or not it was provoked. Thus, hypothesis 1 is

supported.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5

Income -0.015 0.049 0.041 0.060 0.036
(0.105) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) (0.104)

Pro-Russian Party 1.245*** 1.174*** 1.159*** 1.191*** 1.170***
(0.175) (0.176) (0.176) (0.176) (0.176)

No Party 0.608*** 0.533*** 0.530*** 0.511*** 0.505***
(0.104) (0.104) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105)

Refuse Party 0.688*** 0.631*** 0.652*** 0.587*** 0.598***
(0.134) (0.134) (0.134) (0.135) (0.135)

Urban 0.430*** 0.402*** 0.382*** 0.381*** 0.389***
(0.112) (0.112) (0.112) (0.112) (0.112)

Language 0.784*** 0.472*** 0.430*** 0.519*** 0.524***
(0.119) (0.132) (0.141) (0.123) (0.124)

Ethnicity: Both 0.377 0.363 0.396 0.417* 0.363
(0.252) (0.252) (0.251) (0.252) (0.252)

Ethnicity: Russian 0.084 0.072 0.084 0.092 0.079
(0.161) (0.162) (0.161) (0.162) (0.162)

Ethnicity: Other 0.365 0.394 0.450 0.362 0.380
(0.339) (0.340) (0.341) (0.340) (0.340)

Age 0.017 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.011
(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)

Female 0.084 0.079 0.089 0.069 0.066
(0.089) (0.089) (0.089) (0.089) (0.089)

Slovyansk Sample -0.000
(0.121)

Eastern 0.502***
(0.119)

Log(Distance) -0.001***
(0.000)

Donetska 0.540***
(0.118)

Fighting 0.503***
(0.116)

Cut 1 0.774*** 0.752*** 0.258 0.727*** 0.695***
(0.188) (0.188) (0.228) (0.188) (0.188)

Cut 2 2.030*** 2.018*** 1.522*** 1.995*** 1.962***
(0.193) (0.193) (0.231) (0.193) (0.193)

Observations 2040 2040 2040 2040 2040

Table 1: Ordered Logit models for how citizens respond to government destruction of
property. Base case for Ethnicity is Ukrainian. Standard errors in parenthesis. * - p < .10,
** p < .05, *** - p < .01
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Figure 1: Predicted probability for a respondent’s response by whether or not the respondent
was in a region with fighting from Table 1 Model 5 above (Ordered Logit Model).

We now address hypothesis 2, which predicted that exposure to violence would make

citizens more likely to hold the government responsible for damage and injuries during an

attack on insurgents regardless of whether the attack was provoked. Model 1 shows that,

after including our controls, the sample from Slovyansk is not different from the sample in

the national survey. Thus, combining the two samples is unlikely to produce bias. Turning

to Models 2-5, we now include our four variables that account for how close to fighting the

respondent was. All four measures of proximity to fighting show that the closer a respondent

was to fighting, the less likely that respondent was to answer that it depends on whether the

government was provoked when damaging property or injuring civilians. Thus, proximity to

fighting is robustly associated with attributing responsibility for damage to the government

without considering the reasons behind the government’s use of force.

Figure 1 presents the predicted probabilities of each category of our dependent variable

using Model 5 from Table 1. After setting all the control variables at their means, we vary
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whether the average respondent is in a region with fighting or not. The results show that in

regions with no fighting, the probability that a respondent answers “Depends if Provocation”

is 37.4%, “Hard to Say” is 30.5%, and “Crime Regardless” is 32.0%. In contrast, in regions

with fighting, the probability that a respondent answers “Depends if Provocation” is 26.6%,

“Hard to Say” is 29.6%, and “Crime Regardless” is 43.8%. Thus, being in a region with

fighting results in nearly a 12-percentage-point increase in the willingness to say that any

damage done by the government is a crime, regardless of the reason behind the government’s

attack, a result that is statistically significant. Therefore, Table 1 provides strong support

for hypothesis 2.

Model 1 in Table 2 presents citizens’ perceptions of government responsibility for dam-

age and injuries during an attack on insurgents broken down by region of control for the

full sample. The base case is respondents under rebel control at the time of the survey and

we compare those under rebel control to respondents in the fighting regions but under gov-

ernment control and respondents from regions in which fighting did not occur. The results

show that those in fighting regions but under government control are significantly more likely

than those under rebel control to answer that it depends on whether the government was

provoked when evaluating responsibility for damage. Furthermore, the most likely group to

respond that it depends were respondents that were in not in a region with fighting.

Model 2 in Table 2 presents the results from the national survey but now includes not

only whether the respondent was in an area of government control but also whether they

personally experienced bombing. The predicted probabilities from Model 2 are presented in

Figure 2. Whether or not the respondent was close to fighting appears to have some effect

even for those respondents that did not report having experienced bombing themselves.

Of respondents in regions that experienced no fighting, 38.2% were predicted to say that

it depended, compared with 31.3% of respondents who did not experience bombing but

were in regions under government control in which fighting occurred.31 This result further

31This difference is significant at the level of p < .10.
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Figure 2: Predicted probability for a respondent’s response by government control and
whether or not the respondent experienced bombing from Table 2 Model 2 above. (Or-
dered Logit Model).

strengthens our support for hypothesis 2: proximity to fighting causes citizens to perceive

that all government damage to civilians is a crime regardless of the motivation behind that

attack that caused the damage.

More importantly, Figure 2 shows that there is a drastic contrast between those respon-

dents who experienced bombing and those who did not. In regions where fighting occurred

but that are now under government control, 85.1% of respondents who experienced bombing

were predicted to consider civilian damage to be a crime regardless of whether the govern-

ment was provoked. In contrast, only 32.2% were predicted to have the same response if

they did not personally experience bombing, a statistically significant difference. Likewise,

in rebel controlled areas, 80.1% of respondents who experienced bombing were predicted to

see civilian damage as a crime regardless of whether the government was provoked compared

with only 10.2% who did not experience bombing. For those who experienced bombing, the
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difference in responses between those under government control compared with those under

rebel control were not significant. Therefore, our most direct test of hypothesis 2 is sup-

ported. Figure 2 shows that experiencing bombing makes citizens less likely to be concerned

with the motivation behind the bombing than citizens who did not experience bombing.
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Figure 3: Predicted probability for a respondent’s response by whether or not the respondent
experienced damage from Table 2 Model 3 above. (Ordered Logit Model).

Model 3 in Table 2 presents the results from the Slovyansk survey, but now accounts for

whether respondents experienced damage during the war and, if they did experience damage,

whether they blamed the government, the rebels, or were unable to determine which side

inflicted the damage. The first important finding from Model 3 is that our measure of

political ideology continues to hold. Even in this sample, where everyone was exposed to

war, supporting a pro-Russian party, no party, or refusing to answer the question about

party support all still result in a statistically significant increase in the willingness of the

respondent to say that any damage or injury due to a state attack was a crime regardless of

whether or not it was provoked. Thus, even in the Slovyansk sample where all respondents
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shared the first-hand experience of war, respondent’s views of the government affected how

they attributed blame for government attacks, further supporting hypothesis 1.

Finally, we examine if experiencing damage during the fighting affects how citizens assign

blame and if it matters who inflicted that damage. The predicted probabilities from Model

3 are presented in Figure 3 broken down by respondents who experience no damage, expe-

rienced damage from the government, experienced damage from the rebels, and experience

damage but were unable to determine from which side. Respondents who experienced no

damage looked nearly identical to those who were unable to determine which side inflicted

damage, as the model predicts that 55.2% of the former and 55.9% of the later said that

government attacks were a crime regardless. However, a large difference emerges when com-

paring those who placed the blame for damage on the government versus those who blamed

the rebels. Of respondents that blamed the government, 64.5% were predicted to say that

civilian damage was a crime regardless of whether or not the government was provoked in

attacking. In contrast, the model predicts that only 40.1% of those experiencing rebel dam-

age would say that civilian damage was always a crime, regardless of it they government

was provoked. This difference is significant at the level of p < .08 and suggests that when

citizens experience damage in a civil war, their perception of the conflict is affected by which

side perpetrated the damage.32

Discussion and Conclusion

Our results provide an important caveat to the argument that indiscriminate violence is

counterproductive: individuals exposed to violence attribute blame for provoked state indis-

criminate violence differently compared to individuals who did not experience warfare. We

find that the more physically removed civilians are from warfare, the more they are willing to

consider if rebels provoked the state. In contrast, civilians exposed to violence tend to assign

32No other differences in predicted probabilities were significant, although respondents that experienced
rebel damaged were close to significantly less likely to respond “Crime Regardless” than respondents that
did not expedience damage p < .12.
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blame to the government regardless of whether state indiscriminate violence was provoked

by insurgents. Even when insurgents purposefully hide among civilians to obtain cover from

a human shield as the Russia-backed rebels did in Slovyansk, Ukraine, civilians who reside

in proximity to violence do not blame insurgents for provoking the government.

This study is the first work, to our knowledge, to compare civilians’ attributions of blame

for state indiscriminate violence between civilians exposed to warfare and civilians who did

not experience conflict. Most of the political science research on civil war focuses on civilians

of the former category. In that respect, our findings are consistent with the existing literature

that assumes that civilians exposed to warfare are likely to blame the state regardless of the

rebels’ provocation. We have tested this assumption directly and the micro-level data from

the 2014-15 Donbas War are consistent with it.

Our results with respect to how observers unexposed to violence attribute blame suggest

a novel implication that needs to be explored in future research. It is possible that the

difference between “far” and “near” observers is only possible in geographically isolated

conflicts. In other words, separatist conflicts would likely be the most prone to creating

this discrepancy in attribution of blame. If true, then scholars should examine whether

state indiscriminate violence has divergent effects in geographically isolated as opposed to

widespread civil wars.

In addition, this paper tested one of the mechanisms that the literature has proposed to

explain why indiscriminate violence may have a suppressive effect. Lyall’s (2009) research

on the Second Chechen War is important not only because it establishes a finding that con-

tradicts most of the empirical evidence on the subject but also because the use of random

indiscriminate shelling by Russian counterinsurgents allows the author to avoid the selection

effect. Since our results do not support Lyall’s suggestion that civilians would differentiate

between provoked and unprovoked violence by the government, it is possible that Lyall’s

finding resulted from the destructive effect that indiscriminate shelling had on rebels’ logis-

tical operations. On the other hand, it is also conceivable that Lyall’s measure of decline
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in insurgent attacks reflects the decline in insurgents’ need to provoke the government and

recruit the population, as the government effectively solved the collective action problem in

those areas for the insurgents. Therefore, to make further progress in our understanding of

why – despite the strong expectations of counterproductive effect – most counterinsurgents

employ indiscriminate violence against civilians, future research should focus on investigat-

ing how indiscriminate violence affects the support network of insurgent organizations. This

proposition would be consistent with the case of Slovyansk, as the insurgents withdrew after

heavy fighting weakened their ability to counteract the government.

Finally, our finding suggests that the US counterinsurgency policy has a solid theoretical

grounding with respect to avoiding indiscriminate violence against civilians as a counter-

productive strategy. Political candidates often gain popularity by suggesting the use of

indiscriminate violence against civilians. For example, Ted Cruz recently said: “To discuss

carpet bombing ... is not tough talk, it is a different, fundamental military strategy than

what we’ve seen from Barack Obama.” (Lamothe 2016). Despite such rhetoric being popular

with some voters, decision makers would be wise to avoid indiscriminate violence because it

drives away the civilian population, even in cases where the media and other independent

observers view the attack as a response to a provocation. Our research suggests that out-

siders interpret violence differently than the civilians who had the misfortune to live through

it personally.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Income 0.059 0.078 0.132
(0.104) (0.112) (0.372)

Pro-Russian Party 1.179*** 1.193*** 1.392***
(0.177) (0.212) (0.410)

No Party 0.505*** 0.458*** 0.971***
(0.106) (0.115) (0.324)

Refuse Party 0.588*** 0.626*** 0.822**
(0.136) (0.154) (0.366)

Urban 0.382*** 0.460***
(0.112) (0.115)

Language 0.527*** 0.497***
(0.125) (0.130)

Ethnicity: Both 0.174 0.305 0.258
(0.262) (0.303) (0.574)

Ethnicity: Russian 0.054 0.501** -0.333
(0.164) (0.226) (0.243)

Ethnicity: Other 0.378 0.416 0.387
(0.342) (0.454) (0.574)

Age 0.015 0.026 -0.008
(0.017) (0.020) (0.036)

Female 0.069 0.136 -0.127
(0.090) (0.104) (0.191)

Fighting/Govt Control -1.625*** 1.245
(0.314) (0.856)

No Fighting -1.994*** 0.937
(0.319) (0.845)

Bombing 3.386***
(0.911)

Bombing X Fighting/Govt Control -0.901
(1.196)

Bombing X No Fighting -4.068***
(1.550)

Damage by Rebels -0.592
(0.385)

Damage by Government 0.384
(0.427)

Other Damage 0.025
(0.259)

Cut 1 -1.265*** 1.739** -0.027
(0.372) (0.874) (0.507)

Cut 2 0.013 3.269*** 0.663
(0.372) (0.877) (0.508)

Observations 2040 1528 511

Table 2: Ordered Logit models for how citizens respond to government destruction of
property. Base case for Ethnicity is Ukrainian. Base case for control is under rebel control
at the time of the survey. Base case for Damage in Model 3 is no damage. Standard errors
in parenthesis. Model 1 includes the full sample, Model 2 includes only the national sample,
and Model 3 includes only the Slovyansk sample. Urban and Language are dropped from
Model 3 due to zero variation. * - p < .10, ** p < .05, *** - p < .01
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Appendix

Shaping Civilians’ Attribution of Blame

If civilians differentiate between provoked and unprovoked state indiscriminate violence,

some instances of state indiscriminate attacks will be more effective at suppressing insurgent

violence than others. It is no surprise, then, that states attempt to create the perception

of provocation in the media, while insurgents attempt to deny it. For instance, during the

Israel-Gaza conflict of 2014, the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) released a video of discovering

Hamas’s BM-21 “Grad” rocket launchers inside an agricultural school build.A1 The UN

report on the Gaza conflict that implicates both the IDF and Hamas in violence against

civilians is disputed by the IDF as biased. Instead, Israel argues that Hamas’s deliberate

exposure of civilians to fire led to a high rate of civilian casualties among Gazans.A2 On the

other hand, a Hamas official, who acknowledged that his organization was launching rockets

from the vicinity of civilian facilities, also emphasized that the “[...] mistakes [...] were

quickly dealt with” and that the IDF exaggerated the proximity of Hamas’s rocket launchers

to civilian facilities.A3

Similarly, during the Donbas War of 2014-2015 in eastern Ukraine, the Ukrainian military

claimed that it did not use its air force against separatists who attacked a border patrol near

Luhansk in June 2014 because “militants rushed into residential buildings for cover.”A4 In

addition, residential neighborhoods were used for targeting state forces, Ukrainian officials

said.A5 Rebels denied such accusations. A rebel commander told a New York Times reporter

that he was as “baffled as anybody” by the government’s shelling into residential districts,

because the rebels’ position was in a forest, away from homes, adding “We understand

when [the government] shoot[s] at us. But why are they firing at the residential areas?

A1As detailed in the IDF report.
A2As reported by the Guardian (Zonszein 2015).
A3As reported by the Associated Press (Hendawi and Federman 2014).
A4As reported by the Moscow Times (Dolgov 2014).
A5As reported by the Moscow Times (Dolgov 2014).
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We don’t know.”A6 Meanwhile, the Vostok Battalion commander Alexander Khodakovsky

said that rebel fighters using residential neighborhoods as cover during shelling attacks on

the government will now face arrest and he underscored that the practice was uncommon:

“if there are one-off instances, [...] we will tackle this very strongly.”A7 These examples

illustrate that states invest effort into portraying their response as provoked by the insurgents’

deliberate exposure of civilians to danger. In addition, when nonstate actors are caught

exploiting civilians as human shields, they attempt to portray such actions as rare mistakes

and emphasize that said practice is atypical.

In addition to provoking the state, insurgents may also simulate state indiscriminate

violence or be accused such simulation. For instance, in July 2015 during the war in eastern

Ukraine, the central districts of Donetsk were shelled and residential apartment buildings

were damaged. Ukraine’s Deputy Head of the Department of Information Technology of the

Ministry of Defense, Colonel Serhiy Halushko, accused the DNR rebels of shelling Donetsk,

the capital city of the rebel-controlled area in eastern Ukraine. Senior rebel commander

Eduard Basurin responded: “The Ukrainian side says we shelled ourselves. Do you believe

we can shell ourselves?”A8 This example of trading blame for the indiscriminate shelling of

Donetsk reveals that both rebels and governments are sensitive to who is blamed for the

indiscriminate violence against civilians and will go to great lengths to portray the opponent

as responsible for such violence in the media.

The anecdotes above illustrate that warring parties seem to believe that when state

indiscriminate violence is perceived to be a response to insurgent provocation, it may damage

the image of insurgents. On the other hand, if the government’s actions appear to be

unprovoked, citizens will be less likely to help to government. Therefore, parties engage in

a competition to attribute blame for indiscriminate violence to the other side.

A6As reported by the New York Times (Kramer 2014).
A7As reported by the Associated Press (Szlanko 2014).
A8As reported by the Independent (Zinets and Tsvetkova 2015) and the BBC (Ukraine crisis: Kiev and

rebels trade blame over Donetsk shelling 2015).
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Residential Addresses Used by Rebels in Slovyansk, Ukraine

In addition to administrative buildings downtown, we were able to locate four separate

residential neighborhoods from which the rebels targeted government troops. First, they set

up a base a mile from the Yuzhnaya street; as a result, government shelling damaged one-

story houses in the neighborhood.A9 Second, they targeted the government troops’ positions

from inside residential buildings on the Narvskaya Street.A10 Third, the rebels “parked

tanks in [a Protestant church’s] gardens [on the Odesskaya Street] and, blessed by Russian

Orthodox priests chanting prayers, [lobbed] shells at Ukrainian forces outside town.” Fourth,

Villa Marii, the Orthodox church cultural center, located in a residential neighborhood at

the Bankovskaya Street, was used by the rebels as a recreation center.A11

Predicted Probabilities

Depends if Provocation Hard to Say Crime Regardless

No Fighting .374 .305 .320
(.015) (.011) (.013)

Fighting .266 .296 .438
(.018) (.011) (.022)

Table A1: Predicted probability for a respondent’s response by whether or not the respondent
was in a region with fighting from Table 1 Model 5 in the main body of the paper. Standard
errors in parentheses.

A9As reported by the New York Times (Chivers and Sneider 2014).
A10As reported by Al Jazeera (Ayres 2014).
A11As reported by the New York Times (Higgins 2014).
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Depends if Provocation Hard to Say Crime Regardless

No Bombing/No Fighting .382 .358 .259
(.014) (.013) (.013)

No Bombing/Govt Control .313 .365 .322
(.039) (.014) (.039)

No Bombing/Rebel Control .613 .267 .102
(.200) (.111) (.089)

Bombing/Govt Control .037 .113 .851
(.027) (.070) (.097)

Bombing/Rebel .051 .148 .801
(.018) (.041) (.058)

Table A2: Predicted probability for a respondent’s response by government control and
whether or not the respondent experienced bombing from Table 2 Model 2 in the main body
of the paper. Standard errors in parentheses.

Depends if Provocation Hard to Say Crime Regardless

No Damage .289 .159 .552
(.222) (.017) (.025)

Rebel Damage .423 .171 .401
(.093) (.018) (.092)

Government Damage .216 .139 .645
(.071) (.028) (.095)

Other Damage .284 .158 .559
(.050) (.019) (.060)

Table A3: Predicted probability for a respondent’s response by whether or not the respondent
experienced damage from Table 2 Model 3 in the main body of the paper. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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